










EFFICIENT CO2 EMISSIONS CONTROL WITH 
NATIONAL EMISSIONS TAXES AND 






CESIFO WORKING PAPER NO. 1967 









An electronic version of the paper may be downloaded  
• from the SSRN website:              www.SSRN.com 
• from the RePEc website:              www.RePEc.org 




EFFICIENT CO2 EMISSIONS CONTROL WITH 
NATIONAL EMISSIONS TAXES AND 





In a group of countries like the European Union all countries seek to achieve their national 
CO2 emissions target by a joint emissions trading scheme covering some part of their 
economies (trading sector) and by a national emissions tax in the rest of their economies 
(nontrading sector). Applicable are also emissions taxes overlapping with the trading scheme 
that can either be freely chosen or are inert. Welfare-maximizing governments determine tax 
rates and the tradable-permits budget. It is shown that efficiency requires not to levy 
overlapping emissions taxes and to set the tax rate in the nontrading sector equal to the permit 
price. In the small-country case emissions control turns out to be efficient if tax rates in the 
trading sector are flexible. Otherwise it is second-best to violate cost effectiveness and to 
choose an excessive endowment of tradable permits. If countries are large and optimal tariffs 
cannot be applied, emissions taxes or subsidies (!) are shown to serve as a perfect surrogate; 
efficiency cannot be attained unless there is a central authority mandating cost effectiveness 
and banning overlapping taxes. Fiscal externalities are specified and the countries’ welfare in 
the large and small country case is compared. 
JEL Code: H21, H22, Q56. 
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